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Deuteron jumps along hydrogen bonds in KD2PO4 associated with eGective motion of Slater-Takagi
DPO4 and D3PO4 groups are related to the deuteron magnetic-resonance spectrum and relaxation both above
and belom the ferroelectric transition temperature T„and to the dielectric relaxation and the domain-wall
mobility. Below T, the deuterons assume ordered bond positions, but occasionally jump to the opposite
positions. The correlation time for the electric-Geld-gradient fluctuations seen by a deuteron undergoing
such motion is found to be short above T, and even shorter below T, . The rms amplitude of the fluctuations
drops rapidly below T, . These results are used to explain the temperature dependence of the splitting and
lack of line broadening in the deuteron spectrum below T„and the rapid decrease of the spin-lattice transition probabilities below T, . Relaxation data above T„which yielded the energies and fractional populations
of DPO4 and D3PO4 groups, are reanalyzed using the recently reported Geld-gradient tensors at the two
bond positions. The dielectric relaxation is calculated, and good agreement with the high dielectric loss
measured at microwave frequencies is found. The jump time for a DPO4 or D3PO4 group is found to be near
li/kT, implying little correlation between successive jumps, in contrast to KH&PO4. This jump time is used
in a calculation of domain-wall mobility in KD2PO4.

INTRODUCTION

r lHE

ferroelectric transition in KH2PO4-type crystals
studies' to
shown by neutron-diffraction
be accompanied by occupation by the hydrogen ions of
ordered off-center positions in their hydrogen bonds, as
was predicted by Slater. ' The ordering does not become
complete immediately at the transition temperature
T„as indicated by the increase in spontaneous polarization with decreasing temperature. ' The disorder
below T, will be shown to be dynamic, involving
occasional brief excursions of each hydrogen to the
wrong end of its bond. Similar dynamic disorder, but
with equal time spent at each end of the bond, had
previously been found4 above T.. Because the electricfield-gradient (efg) tensors have diferent values at the
two ends of a given bond relative to the crystal axes, as
measured by Bjorkstam' in KD2PO4, the deuteron
motions affect the deuteron
resonance
magnetic
spectrum and spin-lattice relaxation by means of the
interaction of the efg with the deuteron quadrupolar
moment. This quadrupolar interaction is a perturbation
on the Zeeman energies of the three m levels of the
deuterons in the applied magnetic field, and causes a
splitting of the two Am=1 transition frequencies. The
amount of splitting is proportional to Q, ~,~, an efg
component in the laboratory reference frame in which
s' is the direction of the magnetic held Ho. The efg
tensor was determined by Bjorkstam and Uehling''
by observing the splittings as a function of crystal
orientation relative to IIO. The 2m=1 and Am=2
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transition probabilities for deuteron spin-lattice relaxation have been studied4 as functions of orientation,
temperature, and magnetic field. Quadrupolar relaxation due both to slow interbond jumping and fast
intrabond jumping of deuterons was found. The activation energy found4 for the intrabond motion was
identified as the energy of the DPO4 and D3PO4 groups
which were postulated by Takagi' in extending the
Slater~ theory. In a subsequent
extension' of the
Slater-Takagi theory, expressions for the fractional
populations of these groups and the Slater D2PO4
groups were obtained, as well as expressions for the
spontaneous polarization and static dielectric susceptibility as functions of temperature.
This paper deals with four dynamical effects of
deuteron intrabond motion in KD2PO4, namely, an
additional splitting of the deuteron magnetic resonance
spectrum below
contribution to deuteron spinlattice relaxation, dielectric relaxation at microwave
frequencies, and domain-wall motion. An expression
for the autocorrelation of the efg fluctuations, valid
both above and below T„ is obtained and is used to
explain the splitting and spin-lattice relaxation. The
complex dielectric constant is then calculated and compared with experiment.
The mean time between
successive effective motions of DPO4 and DSPO4
groups is evaluated from the spin-lattice and dielectric
relaxation
measurements.
This time replaces an
arbitrary parameter in the theory" of domain-wall
mobility in KD2PO4. The significance of the magnitude
of this time relative to the drastic diRerences in intra-

T„a
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FIG. 1. C(Z) axis projection

of KD2PO4.

of crystal structure

bond motion exhibited by KH~PO4 and KD~PO4
discussed.

""

is

NATURE OF MOTION

The c-axis projection of the structure of KD2PO4 in
the ordered phase is shown in Fig. 1. Potassium ions
alternate with PO4 groups in chains running along c
(Z in the crystal coordinate system). The chains are
linked to each other by hydrogen bonds nearly parallel
to X and I' (X and F bonds) . Each deuteron is at the
end of its bond nearest the top of a PO4 tetrahedron,
forming D2PO4 groups of one of the two zero-energy
types indicated in Fig. 2. A region composed of groups
having the other zero-energy con6guration is a domain
of the opposite polarization.
If the deuteron indicated by arrow 1 ln Fig. 1 moves
along its bond, a pair consisting of a DPO4 and a D3PO4
group is formed at a cost of energy 2ej. The D3PO4
group can in eGect move by mea, ns of either of the
deuteron Inotions shown by arrows 2u and 2b, to a
position higher in the c direction. Its former site is then
occupied by a Slater D2PO4 group of energy ~0. For each
subsequent move, the D3PO4 group can move to either

.

of two positions higher along c at a cost of energy eo,
or it can move to its previous position at a gain of
energy eo. The same statements apply to the DPO4
group, except that its choice of new posltlons ls ln the
negative c direction. Such motions thus crea, te a string
of Slater eo groups running in the general direction of c,
with a Takagi DSPO4 group at the upper end and a DPO4
group at the lower end. These strings continually form,
grow and shrink, and disappear. A deuteron jumps to
the wrong end of its bond when a string grows past it,
and jumps back when the string shrinks past it a short
time later. Kith rising temperature the strings get
longer, intersect, and 6nally destroy all long-range order
at the Curie point.
The mean time To required for a Takagi DPO4 or
D3PO4 group to jump to an adjacent site will be shown
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spin-1attice

DEUTERON
TABLE

JUMPING

INTRABOND

I. I'I and I2 for X-bond

deuterons.
I'2 (min I)

Z, (min-1)
105

Orientation

Calc.

Meas. (Ref. 4)

Calc.

Meas. (Ref. 4)

e, =90

0. 030
0. 046
0. 122
0. 114
0.073
0.030
0.044
0. 114
0. 061
0. 051

0.011&0.002
0.032+0. 004
0. 130~0.011
0. 102+0.008
0.054+0. 003
0.050&0.006
0.046+0. 003
0.082~0. 008
0. 034~0, 004
0.043+0.003

0
0
0
0

0. 027+0. 015
0. 016~0.009
0. 036+0.017
0. 001~0.003
0.094~0. 022
0. 067a0. 011
0.021a0. 003
0. 065~0. 009
0. 049~0. 003
0. 282~0. 032

90'

205

90

210
215
215
215
307
215
296
343

900

45'
QO

0'
Ox=90'
900
900

to be very short, comparable to a lattice vibration
period, so To is assumed to be independent of temperature in the absence of de6nite experimental evidence
to the contrary. In calculating the spectral density of
the efg fluctuations it will be assumed that deuteron
intrabond jumps are governed by jump probabilities,
with no correlation between successive jumps. Correlated motions do occur because a given Takagi
group in its random motion may switch a given deuteron
back and forth in its bond several times in rapid
succession. Such correlated motions occur at a faster
rate than the uncorrelated motions, so for given To the
frequency spectrum of these motions is broadened. This
increases the spectral density at the
broadening
deuteron transition frequency, which is well below the
peak frequency of the spectral density. This effect of
the correlated motions is approximated by using an
effective jump time To, which is greater than To.
The density of Takagi groups as given in SUS is
4(xq+x z) 1V/V, where xq and x ~ are fractional populations defined in Fig. 2, so the effective jump rate
per unit volume is 4(x~+x ~) 1V/V Tp, . There are
(1+p)1V/V deuterons per unit volume at correct
positions and (1—
p) 1V/V at wrong positions, where p
is the fractional spontaneous polarization. Accordingly,
a given deuteron in a correct position has probability
2(xy+x y)/(1+P) Tp per unit time of jumping to a
wrong position, with the contrary probability having
1—
p in the denominator. Using these probabilities, and
given an ensemble of deuterons having arbitrary density
1V./V of deuterons in correct positions,
dlV,

dt

(

1V,

E

1+p

= L1V.—1V(1

2' —1V.
1—
p

)

2(xg+x

g)

Toe

] (1—P') T"'

value
its equilibrium
density approaches
exponentially. The effective time constant
T„„which also governs the density of deuterons in
wrong positions, is given by

so

the

(1+p) 1V/V

T„,=-,'(1 —p')

Tp, /(xi+x g).

(2)

0. 084
0. 169
0.034
0

0.Qio
0. 256

SPECTRAL DENSITY OF efg FLUCTUATIONS

Let an efg component have value g,, at the correct
end of the bond, and value tt;;+kg, , at the wrong end.
The efg fluctuation felt by a given deuteron can be
described by Ap;;F(t), where F(t) =1 during the
fraction -', (1 —
p) of the time that the deuteron is at the
wrong end, and F(t) =0 at other times. The autocorrelation function G(r) for F(t) is given by

G(r)

= (F(0) F(r) )-

=l(1-P)Ll(I-P)+LI-l(I-P)]exp( —/T-. ) j
=l(1-P)'exp(- /T-)+l(I-P)',
using the previous result that an ensemble of deuterons
initially all at wrong positions will approach the
. The
equilibrium distribution with time constant
constant term in G(r) will be ignored because it does

T,

not contribute to the spectral density. The autocorrelation function is then characterized by a correlation time T„, and a pre-exponential
coefficient
-', (1—
p') which varies rapidly with temperature below
the Curie point.
Above the Curie point, p =0 and G(r) reduces to

G(r)

= 4exp( —r/T, ),

a result obtained previously for a "random telegraph
signal" by Kenrick. The autocorrelation function of
Eq. (4) applies also for deuteron jumps between X and
F bonds, if T„, is replaced by the time constant Tz&
for mixing of populations of deuterons in X and Y
bonds. The relation of this interbond motion to electrical conductivity and spin-lattice relaxation is discussed in SU.
To evaluate G(r) as a function of temperature, it is
to calculate the fractional population
necessary
4(xq+x z) of Takagi groups from the expressions
given in SVS, using the measured'" fractional spontaneous polarization p. For the Takagi group energy e&,
the activation energy measured' for deuteron spin-

"

'4 G. W. Kenrick, Phil, Mam. 7, 176 (1929). Dr. C. K. Rushforth has informed me that the result of Eq. {3) for biased random
motion has also been previously derived, but apparently has not

"

been published.
B. Zwicker and

P. Scherrer, Helv. Phys. Acta 17, 346 (1944).
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lattice relaxation due to intrabond jumps above T,
is used. This value of eq/k=900'K gives the best fit to
the measured spontaneous polarization curve, as shown
in Fig. 6 of SUS, if one chooses P/k as 20'K and eo/k
as 116'K. The parameter P is associated with longrange polarization forces. In the notation of SUS, the
fractional Takagi group population is

4(x&+~ r) =8Kexp( —er/kT) cosh'
2sechX exp(

—e~/k T),

(5)

where

K= ', )cosh-9. +2exp(

e~/k—
T) cosh'

+ exp( —eo/k T) —'] '
—,

-,'sech'

because the last two terms inside the parentheses
almost cancel near the Curie point, and the second term
is small. The parameter P is obtained from the relation
p=tanh(X —pp/kT). In Eq. (2) the fairly rapid drop
in Takagi group population below T, tends to increase
p' drops even more
the correlation time T„„but 1 —
rapidly, so there is a relatively slow decrease in T„, as
temperature drops below the Curie point.

SPLITTING OF DEUTERON SPECTRUM
BELOW T,
The temperature dependence of the splitting of the
X-bond deuteron magnetic resonance in the X-rotation
observed by Bjorkstam' can be explained in terms of
this correlation time. Above T„as pointed out by
Bjorkstam, the deuterons jump back and forth
randomly in their bonds with a correlation time so
short that the efg's at the two ends of the bond are
averaged. Below T, the correlation time becomes even
shorter, so the efg's felt by each deuteron will still be
averaged. However, the biased nature of the motion
below T, will make the average efg approach the efg at
the correct end of the bond. The splitting occurs because
one end of the bond is correct for half of the deuteron
sites, and the other end is correct for the remaining
sites. The ratio of the splitting to the maximum
splitting is the ratio p of the polarization to the maximum polarization. Figure 3 shows that a splitting proportional to p agrees within experimental error with the
measured splitting. Bjorkstam explained the splitting

and lack of line broadening by assuming that below T,
the time between jumps abruptly increases to above
10 ' sec and inferred from this abrupt increase that the
transition is first order and that the potential function
for the deuteron in the bond changes abruptly at T, .
The present explanation also indicates that the transition is of first order because of the discontinuities in
the temperature dependences of the splitting and the
spontaneous polarization (see SUS), but this explanation, being based on a model in which the energies of
the Slater and Tak. agi groups are unchanged across the
transition, does not assume any change in bond potential function at the transition. The 7% increase in
quadrupolar coupling constant below T, indicates at
least a small change in the bond potential function.

DEUTERON SPIN-LATTICE RELAXATION
Deuteron spin-lattice relaxation in KD2PO4 was
discussed in SU in terms of three contributions:
deuteron jumping between bonds, deuteron jumping
within bonds, and spin diffusion to paramagnetic impurities. For relaxation due to spin di6usion, an
estimate of 0.03 min ' was made for the Am=1 transition probability I'&, independent of orientation and
The Am = 2 transition probability I'2
temperature.
is zero for this process.
The efg fluctuations seen by the moving deuterons
are much more effective in causing relaxation than are
the accompanying Auctuations in magnetic 6eld. If the
are represented by Ap;, F(t), each
efg fluctuations
quadrupolar transition probability can be expressed as
the product of the spectral density of F(t) at the
transition frequency with the matrix elements for
appropriate combinations of the Ap;;. The spectral
density for the autocorrelation function of Eq. (3) at
frequency or is

(6)
For relaxation due to intrabond motion, ~, is the correlation time T„,. For interbond motion, v, is the time

constant Txy for mixing of X and I' bond deuteron
p' must be omitted. The
population, and the factor 1 —
transition probabilities are

where ~/2n. and 2~/2~ are the 6m=1 and Am=2
transition frequencies, respectively. These expressions
are smaller than those given in Eqs. (34) and (35) of
SU by a factor of 4 for p=0 because in SU the rms
amplitudes of the efg fluctuations were taken as the
differences Ap;, in the gradient components at the two

D

deuteron

sites, whereas

EUTERON INTRABOND

the correct rms amplitude

I.Q

is

s~4 V.
For relaxation

due to interbond motion, MTxy&&1
at all temperatures and magnetic fields at vhich
measurements were made, so the transition probabilities
are proportional to ~ 2 or equivalently Ho ', and by
reducing the magnetic field Ho it was possible to make
interbond motion the dominant relaxation mechanism
over a considerable temperature range. The results
shown in Fig. 7 of SU agree quite well with the expressions for I'» and I'2 given in SU, so the corrected
expressions in Eqs. (7) and (8) above predict values
about
as great as the experimental values. Because
considerably more measurements
were made of relaxation time than of T&z, this discrepancy is probably
due mostly to error in measurement of Txy.
For intrabond motion, d'or, =a&T,((1 in Eqs. (7)
and (8) . The Ap, in the laboratory system are found
from the difference in efg at the two ends of the bond
below T. as measured by Bjorkstam. This di6ercnce
is used also above T, in calculating the relaxation,
although the efg changes somewhat at T, as indicated
in Fig. 3. Crystal symmetry allows nonzero components
AQ~y and 5@yg in the crystal system for this difference
tensor, but Bjorkstam found only one nonzero component, Aprs ——(21.0 kc/sec) 2k/3eQ. The expressions
for P» and I'2 for X-bond deuterons and for P» and P2
averaged over all deutelons given ln Eqs. (12), (13),
and (15) through (18) of SU are still valid if A=
= &rtprs, and C = (1—p') e'Q'2', /325'.
&Pxr =0,
The averages P» and P2 must be used near 240'K and
above because interbond jumps mix the X and F bond
deuteron population, while below about 220'K this
mixing is slow enough to be unimportant.
Below T, the transition probabilities drop rapidly
with temperature, mostly because the factor r~(1 —
P')
which is proportional to the square of the rms efg
Quctuations is dropping rapidly, but also because T„,
is decreasing somewhat. This decrease in T„, runs
counter to the intuitive notion that since intrabond
motion tends to disappear below T„ the motion is
slowing down and its correlation time should increase.
The explanation is that T„, is roughly the time a
deuteron remains at the wrong end of its bond below T,.
The time which a deuteron remains at the correct end
of the bond, which is longer than T„, by a factor of
about (1+P)/(1 —
p), does increase rapidly with decreasing ten1perature below T.. This time does not enter
into the exponential part of the autocorrelation function
which dehnes the correlation time. It does aGect the
relaxation strongly because its rapid increase relative
to T„, causes the rapid decrease in the rms values of the
efg Quctuations.
Best agreement between theory and experiment is
obtained by setting the one adjustable parameter To,
to 0.8)&10
sec. Comparison between theory and
experin1ent is made in Table I and Fig. 4. Here I'» due
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to spin diGUsion to pRrRI11Rgnctlc ln1pUlltlcs ls tRkcn
as 0.03 min ', and I'» and I'2 due to interbond jumps
are the same as in SU. The agreement in Table I is not
as good as in Table I of SU, because the ratio of hPxr
to Egret is no longer an adjustable parameter. In

particular, the prediction of 82=0 for Hx of 90' does
not agree with experiment. Agreement could be improved by assuming that AQxy is not quite equal to
zero above T,. Lattice vibrations are another possible
source of nonzero I'2 in this orientation. Longitudinal
vibrations in the hydrogen bonds, which have been
postulated" to be the source of the 400-cm ' absorption
band in KHsPO4, would cause changes only in gxx,
Qrr, and pals. Since the crystal and laboratory systems
coincide for the Ox=90' orientation, Eqs. (7) and {8)
predict zero contribution to P». An order-of-magnitude
calculation indicates that such vibrations may make a
signi6cant contribution to I'2. The transverse modes,
which occur' at 1030 and 1300 cm ' in KH2P04, are at
too high a frequency to cause appreciable relaxation.
For the 0' and 90' Hg data at 215'K, some mixing of X
Rnd F bond deuteron populations may account for
some of the discrepancy between theory and experiment.
The data shown in Fig. 4 were obtained for the
orientation at which the splitting disappears for X
deuterons, for which relaxation involves only one time
= Px ' at low temperaconstant T (rP +r2xP )s'x—
'.
tures. At higher temperatures
', (Px+Pr)
Tr
The bI'cRk ln thc thcol ctlcRl cuI'vc coI'I'csponds to
temperatures for which I'x ' and I'p ' are comparable
to T~y, foI' which T» ls undefined bccausc lclRXRtloIl
involves two time constants as discussed in Appendix I
of SU. Agreement with experiment is fairly good both
above and below T,.

[

"V. Imry, I. Pelah,
(&9t

5).

and

E. Wiener, J. Chem.

]
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DIELECTRIC RELAXATION
The

SCHMID 7
cordingly has the following real and imaginary parts:

static dielectric susceptibility
obtained
Eqs. (7) and (9) of SUS is given by

4xnIJ. ppgN/Vk

by

xa. = nNlvol

x/Vk

T

(13)

1+ (n(uT„) o

combining

N/VkT

4W'n IjpplQ7T

T+xo,

1+

'
op/k T) + exp( —
oq/k T) —
exp( —
—
1+exp( o~/k T)

(nop

(14)

T„)o

—,

"

(9)
Here po is related to the electric dipole moments of the
various configurations shown in Fig. 2, and is the
magnitude of the change in dipole moment per intrabond jump, while pi=uo+2PxoV/Npo, when multiplied
by electric field E, is the magnitude of the electrostatic
energy change per jump for polarization small enough
that the Npp' term in the energy is negligible.
If the polarization E —
gpss associated with the
hydrogen configurations is zero, hydrogen jumps which
increase, and jumps which decrease, polarization along
E have the same a priori probability. The jump
probabilities are thus proportional to the Boltzmann
factors for the corresponding mean energy changes.
The configuration
energy 4NLxpoo+ (sg+s y) oy] is
stationary with respect to p for p=0, so the energy
changes per jump for the two types of jumps are
simply +piE. The mean energy change per jump is
then
APE'/kT. The ratio of
p~E tanh(pqE/kT— ) —
polarization change to energy change for constant E
ean polarization change per jump
is yo/IJqE, so the m—
is ppp&E/k T. The jump rate per unit volume is
4N(x~+x ~)/VT=N/VT„, where T /T„, = To/To. , so
for zero polarization the rate of change of polarization is
d (I'

xoE) /d"

I

~o =~Vpop&E//Vk T T„.

(10)

For small fields the rate of change is proportional to the
difference between the polarization and its equilibrium
value for that E field, giving the following differential
equation for I"—
XOE:

VkTT

I' —XOB
d
—
= E.
(P —xpE) +

P —XOE

can be
For sinusoidal applied field A=Roe'"',
written as (x —
xp) Eoe'~'. The complex susceptibility
then is found to be
X

Xo

Xo

1+j~k TT (xa.—xo) VINyoIJi
npplJ,

&N/Vk

T

(12)

1+snop T~
The complex dielectric constant

o'

—jo"=1+4m.x

"

"

".

DOMAIN-WALL

dt

Xd. c

These expressions will be evaluated for To's of 0.6
0.5,
and 0.8X 10
sec, using the parameters Xo —
oo/k = 116'K, oq/k = 900'K, and P/k = 20'K which were
chosen in SUS as giving the best fit to the experisusceptibility and
mentally observed high-temperature
the spontaneous polarization. For the saturation spontaneous polarization, a value of 6.0X10 ' C/cm' is
used, in accord with measurements of Hill and Ichiki'
and of Oettel and Bjorkstam. ' These calculated values
are compared with the quantities measured at room
temperature by Ludupov' in the Cole-Cole plot of
Fig. 5. A To of 0.6)&10 sec gives the best agreement
conand there appears to be a frequency-independent
tribution to e. of about 4 in the high-frequency range.
The good agreement with experiment, using only one
adjustable parameter To which has almost the same
value as the corresponding parameter To, for deuteron
relaxation, is regarded as convincing evidence that the
dielectric relaxation at these high frequencies is due
mostly to intrabond deuteron motion. Some additional
support for this conclusion is given in Fig. 6, in which
the calculated loss tangent o, "/o, ' is shown to be in
qualitative agreement with the values measured by
Hill and Ichiki' at three frequencies at temperatures
slightly above T,.
Figure 5 shows evidence for a peak in e at nearly
the same frequency as the peak in ~, The Cole-Cole
plot indicates that only about half of the dc dielectric
constant is associated with hydrogen configurations.
This is consistent with Bantle's' observation that
below T, the dc dielectric constant along the a axis
drops from 100 to 50. The configurations responsible for
this contribution to e, must be the Slater D2P04 groups
of energy eo, which then must have dipole moments
perpendicular to c of magnitude comparable to po, as
was suggested by Slater. '

ac-

"

MOBILITY

Domain-wall motion in KD2PO4 has recently been
explained" in terms of effective motion of the Takagi
DPO4 and DSPO4 groups. The mean time between
successive moves of a given group was taken as k/kT,
sec at 200'K. Using instead the mean
or 2.4)&10
time To of 0.6&10 sec obtained from the dielectric
relaxation, the domain-wall mobility is 6.8X10 'cm'/
V-sec at 200'K, in better agreement with the values
measured by Oettel and Bjorkstam' than was the value

"

ba, sed on

"

k/kT.

"J.L. Bjorkstam (private communication}.
' W. Bantle, Helv. Phys. Acta 15, 373 (1942) .

DEUTERON
DISCUSSION

Four diRerent phenomena in KD2PO4 have been explained quantitatively in terms of deuteron intrabond
jumps associated with the eRective motion of the
thermally created DPO4 and D3PO4 groups postulated
by Takagi~ in his modification of the Slater' theory of
are the
crystals. These phenomena
KH&PO4-type
deuteron magnetic resonance splitting below the ferroelectric transition temperature T., the deuteron spinlattice relaxation due to intrabond motion both above
and below T„ the dielectric relaxation at high frequency, and the ferroelectric domain-wall mobility.
The mean time T„found for motion of a deuteron along
its bond has been used together with the fractional
population of the Takagi groups to calculate the mean
time To per eRective move of a Takagi group. The
result that Te is comparable to h/kT implies little
correlation between successive deuteron jumps associ-

PHYSICAL REVIEW

JUMPING

INTRABOND

ated with Takagi group motion. This is in interesting
contrast to the intrabond motion in KH~PO4, which
Blinc and Svetina" describe as correlated proton
tunneling associated with effective motion of HPO4
and H3PO4 groups, in order to explain the result of
Bjorkstam and Oettel" that domain-wall mobility in
KH2PO4 is several orders of magnitude greater than in
KD2P04.
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The heat capacity of the metallic, ferromagnetic compound P-UH3 was determined from 1.4 to 23'K. An
attempt was made to fit the data at the lowest temperatures by an equation of the form C„=yT+A Tg+
BT'", where yT is the contribution of the conduction electrons, A T' is the lattice contribution, and B T31' is
the magnetic contribution. The coeKcient y is 29&1 m J 'K ' mole '. Because of uncertainty in the magnetic
contribution, no reliable estimate of 3 or of the Debye 0 could be made. The thermodynamic functions
S', (II' —H0')/T and (G' —IJ0')/T were reevaluated as 63.67~0.13, 30.24&0.06, and —33.43~0.07 J
('K mole) ', respectively, at 298.15'K.

INTRODUCTION

r 1HE

P crystalline modification of UH3 is the usual
&. phase formed when the hydride is prepared from
the elements at 200'C or higher temperatures. The
unit cell has cubic symmetry with a0=6.644 A, and
contains eight uranium atoms arranged as in o. tungsten, i.e. , 2Ui at (0, 0, 0) and ( —',, —',, -';) and 6Uri at
&(~, 0, -', ' ' Each Uii atom has two Uii atoms as
nearest neighbors at 3.322 A and four UI atoms as
next-nearest neighbors at 3.714 A; each Ui atom has
twelve UiI atoms as nearest neighbors at 3.714 A.
According to the neutron-diffraction
study reported
by Rundle, ' the hydrogen atoms in P-UD3 are in the
center of a deformed tetrahedron and are equidistant
(2.32 A. ) from four uranium atoms. It was concluded
by Rundle' ' that the P-UD3 structure is held together
D bonds rather than U —U bonds.
principally by U —

).

*Based on work performed under the auspices of the U. S.
Atomic Energy Commission.
' R. E. Rundle, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 69, 1719 (1947).
' R. E. Rundle, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 73, 4172 (1951).

The additional information that P-UH3 has an electrical
conductivity of the same order of magnitude as that
of uranium metaP and that it is ferromagnetic below
about 173'K4' increases the interest in the low-temperature properties of this unusual compound.
The heat capacities of P-UH3' and P-UD3' have been
previously determined from 5 to 350'K in this laboratory. From these results~ the entropy associated with
the ferromagnetic transitions of P-UH3 and P-UD3
were found to be 1.19 and 1.18 cal deg ' mole ', respectively. These heat capacities were known to be increasingly uncertain below 20'K due to adsorption of He4
exchange gas on the samples. In this paper we report

' F. H. Spedding,

A. S. Newton, J. C. Warf, O. Johnson, R. W.
and A. H. Daane, Nucleonics 4, 4 (1949).
(a) W. Trzebiatowski, A. Sliwa, and B. Stalinski, Roczniki
Chem. 26, 110 (1952); (b) 28, 12 {1954).
' M. K. Wilkinson, C. G. Shull, and R. R. Rundle, Phys. Rev.
99, 627 (1955).
6 H. E. Flotow, H. R.
Lohr, B. M. Abraham, and D. W. Osborne,
J. Am. Chem. Soc. 81, 3529 (1959).
B. M. Abraham, D. W. Osborne, H. E. Flotow, and R. B.
Marcus, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 82, 1064 (1960).
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